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Abstract. Malignant melanoma is by far the most dangerous type of skin cancer. Currently, the gold 
standard to diagnose melanoma in the clinic is excisional biopsy and histopathologic analysis. 
Approximately 15-30 benign lesions are biopsied to diagnose each melanoma. Additionally, biopsies are 
invasive and result in pain, anxiety, scarring and disfigurement of patients, and they can be a financial 
burden to the health care system. Among several imaging techniques developed to enhance melanoma 
diagnosis, optical coherence tomography (OCT) with its high-resolution and intermediate penetration depth 
can potentially provide required diagnostic information, noninvasively. We propose an image analysis 
algorithm, ‘optical properties extraction (OPE)’ that drastically improves the specificity and sensitivity of 
OCT by identifying unique optical radiomic signatures pertinent to melanoma detection. We evaluate the 
performance of the algorithm using several tissue-mimicking phantoms. We then test the OPE algorithm 
with sixty-nine human subjects and demonstrate that melanoma can be differentiated from benign nevi with 
97% sensitivity, and 98% specificity. 
Introduction. Malignant melanoma is by far the most dangerous type of skin cancer [1, 2]. The initial step 
in a physician’s decision to biopsy a suspicious lesion is dermoscopic inspection using the ABCDE criteria 
[3]. A lesion that apparently fulfills the ABCDE criteria for melanoma is biopsied for definitive 
histopathologic diagnosis [3]. Several non-invasive imaging approaches have been developed for the 
diagnosis of melanoma and differentiation from benign nevi. Their clinical utility, however, is limited 
because they do not provide sufficient specificity and sensitivity.  
Methodology. Tissues have intrinsic scattering characteristics based on the density, size and shape of tissue 
microstructures; absorption characteristics derived from chromophore concentration; and, anisotropy factor 
which correlates to cell size and disorder. These characteristics are modified during tumor development. 
Methods that can uniquely identify these characteristics hold promise for providing diagnostic value [4]. 
OCT is inherently sensitive to the changes of these characteristics [5]. However, its sensitivity and 
specificity in differentiating morphologically similar structures is low, due to the interrelationships of these 
optical characteristics. Previously, we explored texture analysis of OCT images, but the improvement was 
limited [6]. Here we propose an image analysis algorithm based on the EHF principle, which we call OPE, 
to disaggregate the OCT image into its individual optical attributes. These optical attributes, when extracted 
from the OCT image form a set of tissue specific optical radiomic features. The method presented here 
demonstrates significant improvements in melanoma detection over current clinical methods.  
The method of the optical radiomic melanoma detection (ORMD) protocol can be outlined in the 
following steps: 1) acquisition of OCT images from suspected and nearby healthy skin; 2) the OCT B-scans 
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are pre-processed (e.g., averaged) and a region of interest (ROI) selected; 3) optical properties are extracted 
by fitting the EHF model to the intensity profile of the averaged A-line obtained from the ROI yielding the 
scattering coefficient, absorption coefficient and anisotropy factor from the suspected lesion (we call it 
signal) and nearby healthy (we call it control) skin to create a set of normalized optical radiomic features; 
and 4) the selected optical radiomic features, i.e., optical radiomic signatures, with the optimum classifier 
render the status of the tissue: “Tissue sample is consistent with healthy tissue,” or “Tissue sample exhibits 
characteristics consistent with melanoma.” 
Results. Our initial validation was conducted on milk and milk-ink phantoms, to determine if the OPE 
algorithm correctly correlated to changes in optical properties of the phantoms, specifically, scattering and 
absorption coefficients. We observed the following in the OPE-extracted optical properties: the scattering 
coefficient (μs) progressed almost linearly with increasing milk concentration (p <0.001); the absorption 
coefficient (μa) in milk phantoms progressed almost linearly with increasing the milk concentration (p 
<0.001); the absorption coefficient in milk-ink phantoms progressed almost linearly with increasing the ink 
concentration (p <0.01). Also we observed that the OPE-extracted μs in milk-ink phantoms shows slight 
variation (p <0.001 with ∆= 1[𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚−1]). The values of anisotropy factor (g) show slight variation in both 
milk and milk-ink phantoms (p <0.05 with ∆= 0.03), which is consistent with the phantoms being 
homogenous solutions consisting of scatterers of near identical size. The ∆  values were chosen empirically. 
The average fitting error in both datasets was about 4%. Precision of the obtained values can be improved 
by using a higher resolution OCT. 
The next tests were conducted on human subjects. Our method is non-invasive, the OCT system 
used is FDA approved, and we acquired IRB approval for testing on human subjects. Sixty-nine melanoma, 
benign nevi and healthy subjects were recruited. The results obtained from the clinically identified 
melanoma to non-melanoma area showed a meaningful difference. Differences due to factors such as skin 
type, ethnicity, sun exposure, etc., were negated when normalized to nearby healthy skin. The large standard 
deviation of the optical radiomic features for melanoma images correlates to irregularity in tissue structure; 
signifying disease. Our results were consistent with the finding that the scattering and absorption 
coefficients increase with the concentration of melanocytes (melanocyte frequency – melanoma: 71 ± 11%; 
benign nevi: 18 ± 3%; healthy: 14 ± 3 %); anisotropy factor increased with cell size (average mean diameter 
of 200 consecutive melanocytes – melanoma: 16 ± 3 𝜇𝜇m; benign nevi: 7 ± 0.4 𝜇𝜇m; healthy: 6 ± 0.4 𝜇𝜇m) 
and tissue disorder, due to cellular displacement. This was also observed in simulations using the OMLC 
online Mie calculator [7].  
We propose that increase in scattering and absorption coefficients, respectively, may be due to 
increased concentration of melanocytes, and the increase in anisotropy factor may be due to increased cell 
size. The combination of increased numbers of melanocytes that are larger with pleomorphic nuclei is the 
hallmark of melanoma on pathological assessment [8]. 
Six optical radiomic features are generated by the OPE algorithm from the OCT images. These are 
the mean and standard deviation of scattering coefficient, absorption coefficient and anisotropy factor. As 
there are only six features, we were able to examine each possible combination of features to identify the 
optimal feature set [9]. This exhaustive search reaches the optimal feature sets, because it systematically 
enumerates all possible candidates, it finds the optimal feature set more efficiently, compared to other 
similar methods designed for feature selection, such as sequential floating forward search (SFFS) and 
sequential floating backward search (SFBS) [9].  
As for the criteria to choose the most appropriate classifier, we need to estimate the true class 
probability density function (pdf) [9]. With small to medium size datasets, such a function cannot accurately 
be estimated, and the performance of the classifiers is difficult to calculate. As a rule of thumb, low variance 
classifiers (i.e., Naïve Bayes, SVM) are preferred for such datasets. The recommended method in this case 
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is to find best classifier with the aid of validation/training and a repeated random sampling strategy [10]. 
We selected six established classifiers, each was trained and tested on the data using a 20-fold cross 
validation algorithm; this evaluates the classifier generalization. Values for sensitivity, specificity, Jaccard 
index and accuracy, were determined by testing all permutations of the six features, in combination with 
each classifier. Based on clinical requirements of high specificity and sensitivity, a specific classifier and 
set of features were selected. Some combinations generated high sensitivity with low specificity, or vice 
versa. For example, features F2, F3, with the GSVM (C=1) classifier resulted in the best sensitivity (99%) 
with a specificity of 50%. The best overall was a combination of features F1 through F5 with the GSVM 
classifier; results were sensitivity (97% ± 3%), specificity (98% ± 2%), Jaccard index (93% ± 5%), and 
accuracy (98% ± 2%). For the preferred classifier, GSVM, we calculated the area under the curve (AUC) 
with different C-values, and C = 2.1 gave us the best results. 
Using a computer with a Core i7 CPU and 8 GB memory, with MATLAB2015a, it took 1.2 seconds 
to assess a suspected lesion with input of OCT images from healthy and suspect tissue. Using lower level 
programming languages e.g. C and parallel processing, the computation time will greatly be improved. 
Comparing the optical radiomic melanoma detection (ORMD) methodology to an established non-
invasive clinical examination procedure, a dermoscopic analysis was made using the Two-Step algorithm 
followed by Pattern Analysis [11, 12]. Two experienced dermatologists, Dr. Tatiana Blumetti, M.D., and 
Dr. Ana Moraes, M.D., from dermatology clinic at the Skin Cancer Department in AC Camargo Cancer 
Center in Brazil performed the dermoscopic analysis. The suspicious lesions were selected based on 
changes on dermoscopic follow-up. Assessment of dermoscopy images compared to results of the ORMD 
methodology, showed a significant diagnostic improvement. Using ORMD only one unnecessary biopsy 
for melanoma was performed, while dermoscopy identified 10 benign nevi as possible melanoma, 
necessitating 10 biopsies. In melanoma, OPE missed one case, where dermoscopy misdiagnosed four cases 
as benign nevi, resulting in delayed treatment. In all cases, the tissue statuses were confirmed by histological 
analysis. 
Conclusion. The statistics indicate that ORMD-based diagnosis is reliable and can effectively differentiate 
between melanoma and non-melanoma cases. Still, a larger number of subjects is required to make a more 
rigorous conclusion. Overall, the rate of unnecessary biopsies is significantly decreased with the use of the 
ORMD methodology. A larger number of subjects may necessitate the use of a more sophisticated 
classification algorithm which may further increase the accuracy of the ORMD methodology and minimize 
the number of misdiagnoses. The next practical challenge for the proposed method is the development of a 
real-time, 3-D melanoma margin detection algorithm for use during biopsy procedures for guidance. 
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